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Abstract—Performance issues of multi-tier Web Services have
been studied extensively in recent years. Performance
modeling and prediction under failure of multi-tier
architectures, however, is not well addressed yet. We propose a
novel model named Performance under Failure of Multi-tier
Architecture, or PerFAMA in short, to address this issue. We
first show that the multi-tier architecture with failure
considerations is a product-form network, and then analyze
and model the failure impact. By applying the PerFAMA
model, we are able to predict the end-to-end response time of
multi-tier Web Services under failures. We have simulated two
representative Web Services architectures and various failure
scenarios to verify the proposed PerFAMA model. The
experimental results show that the proposed model works well
and the prediction accuracy is up to 98%.

A. Related work on multi-tier architecture performance
modeling
Jackson introduced the product-form network concept in
[6]. Multi-tier systems which are product-form network have
several nice properties [15]. The request sequence satisfies
birth-death process [4] is one of the properties of productform network.
Some efforts have been done in performance analysis of
multi-tier Internet applications and services [1][16].
Urgaonkar et. al. proposed to use an enhanced Mean-Value
Analysis (MVA) [13] algorithm for multi-tier architecture
[16]. In [1], birth-death process was used for multi-tier
architecture. Some other work focused on QoS study of
multi-tier applications [9][10].
These existing studies demonstrate the importance and
benefits of performance modeling of multi-tier architectures.
However, they do not consider the failure factor.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

B. Related work on failure impact analysis
Failure impact and reliability analysis of Internet and its
applications are traditional research topics [3][8][14].
Many works have been done on understanding the failure
[2][5][12][17]. Our model extends the single-tier failure
analysis to the multi-tier architecture and considers the
distinct Web Services performance characteristics. To our
best knowledge, no one has done this work before.

Providing reliable Web Services is a timely issue.
Modeling the performance under failure of multi-tier Web
Services is a necessity and the first step to build reliable Web
Services. Various behaviors, such as heavy burst requests,
malicious intrusion attack and network errors, will lead to a
service failure sooner or later, and different failures may
have different impact to the end performance. We propose a
novel two-step model named Performance under Failure of
Multi-tier Architecture model, or PerFAMA model in short,
and its associated prediction methodologies to analyze the
behavior and performance of multi-tier Web Services under
failures. The PerFAMA model is capable of capturing the
essential features of Web Services and depicting the
performance characteristics of the global multi-tier
architecture and of each service tier respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews related work in performance modeling and
prediction of Web Services. Section 3 introduces the
proposed PerFAMA model for multi-tier architecture under
failures. The experimental results are presented in Section 4,
and finally we conclude this study and discuss the future
work in Section 5.
II.

III.

ARCHITECTURES

In this section, a new queuing model is introduced for
modeling the performance of a multi-tier Web Service under
failures.
A. Modeling performance under failure
We first show that the multi-tier architecture under
failures is a product-form network under certain reasonable
assumptions. The assumptions in the PerFAMA model are:
i) Both the request arrival rate and the failure arrival rate
are independent of the state of nodes and satisfy the
Poisson distribution. This assumption is widely used to
analyze the failure impact on performance in existing
studies [2][5][12][17]. Since the service start-up time is
relatively short, it is acceptable to ignore the start-up time
cost.
ii) Once a failure happens, the whole system will be
down. This is generally true, where the product system
will stop providing services until the failure is repaired.

RELATED WORK

Many studies in modeling the performance of multi-tier
applications exist [1][2][5][12][16][17]. These existing
studies can be classified into two categories, performance
modeling on multi-tier applications and failure analysis of a
single-tier application.
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iii) There exists a queue in each tier with an infinite size
to hold all requests.
iv) All service time distributions are exponential.
We show that under these assumptions a multi-tier
architecture under failures satisfies the three conditions of
the product-form network. In a multi-tier architecture under
failures, the system has two states: service state and down
state. In the service state, the conditions of product-form
networks are satisfied following the definition. According to
assumption i), the request arrival rate satisfies Poisson
distribution. According to assumption iii), the arrived
requests will be held in queues when failure occurs. Thus,
the first condition of product-form is satisfied. For the
second condition, according to assumption iv), the service
time satisfies exponential distribution. According to
assumption ii), if one request is processed in a service node
and a failure happens during this time, the processing request
will be held in the queue, then be restarted after failure is
repaired. Thus, the service duration time is independent on
the number of requests present at that service. Therefore, the
second condition is satisfied. Finally for the third condition,
according to assumption ii), when the system is in the down
state, no request is served, and the sequence in the system
will be held and its number is consequently fixed. Thus, the
sequence is independent on the state of system, and the third
condition is satisfied.
With the properties of product-form network, we model
the composition of Web Services using a network of
N +1queues, denoted as Q0 , Q1 ,..., QN . Each queue
represents one Web Service, which is delivered by one
service node (marked as 0,1,…,i…,N). The end-users’
requests arrive with rate O0 satisfying the Poisson
distribution and wait in queue 0 till node 0 is available.
Queue i and node i are combined together and considered as
tier i, marked as Ti , (0 d i d N). After finishing the work on



E (T )

i N

¦ E (T )



i

i 0

where E (Ti ) is the time consumption of the visit to tier
Ti .
B. Performance modeling of each tier under failure
When a request is delivered to tier Ti 0 d i d N , it waits
in queue i until service node i is available. Consequently, the
time consumption in tier Ti consists of two parts: waiting
time in queue i and service duration time in node i. We
analyze the service duration time firstly.
When a request arrives at node i, the request will be kept
in queue i, and a copy of the request will be forwarded to
node i for processing. If a failure happens during its
processing, the intermediate results are lost and the service
node i will be down for failure recovery. In real practice, the
service is rolled back to the last checkpoint [4][7][11] or is
directly restarted after the service is recovered. Because the
checkpointing cost is relatively high and is usually used in
high performance computing only, we take the approach that
the service is restarted after failure recovery. After the node i
is recovered, it fetches requests from queue i to continue
processing. Let Wi denote the service time in service node i.
Suppose failures occur Si times before the request is finished,
and the request has already been served a period of X i time,
where X i  Wi ( 1 d i d Si ), before the ith failure takes
place. Suppose the ith failure requires li time to fix. After
the service is recovered from the Si th failure, the request
will be completed without failure interruption in node i and

node 0, the requests are delivered from T1 to TN step by
step as shown in Figure 1. After the computation of the last
tier TN , the result is sent back to TN 1 and is forwarded to

TN  2 and so on until it reaches service node 0, where it is
returned to the client. The system follows the “First Come
First Served” rule to process requests according to the
product-form network.
Since the multi-tier architecture under failures is a
product-form network, the request processing in service
node i ( 1 d i d N ) can be modeled as a birth-death process.,
where the equilibrium equation exists: OS i 1 PS i , where

O

be delivered to tier Ti 1 . The process is shown in Figure 2.
Let tTi denote the service duration time in node i, which
can be calculated as:

P is the death rate of node
probability ( 0 d i d N ), and O and

is the birth rate from tier Ti 1 ,

S i is the transient
P are fixed.

i,

Figure 1. Modeling a multi-tier Web Service



tTi

X 1  l1  X 2  l2 ...  X S  lS  Wi 
i



i

Formula (2) can be transferred as:

The mean response time of multi-tier Web Services is thus,


i
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i Si

i Si

i 1

i 1

E (tT ) Wi  ¦ E (li )  ¦ E ( X i ) 



failure recovery time follows general distribution
(exponential distribution belongs to general distribution), and
one server serves in one tier. We can get the mean time
consumption on failures in tier Ti .


P f ,i
1
E( X i )
 P f ,i 
1  O f ,i P f ,i
O f ,i

E (li )

Figure 2. The serving process in node i

Taking these two results into formula (3), we obtain the
duration of service time of tier Ti as

In addition to the service duration cost, a request has to
wait in queue for a certain amount of time when the service
node is busy or a failure happens. Let wTi denote the waiting

E (t )

be

expressed

Pr(t

as

to calculate E ( wTi ) .

N

w p ,i )

In a product-form network, the waiting time for service
node i, E ( w p ,i ) is given by [].

and

Pr(t wSi ) ( 0 d i d N ). The mean waiting time in tier Ti ,
thus, is:


i N

E ( wTi )

E ( wp ,i ) * Pr(t

w p ,i )  ¦ E ( wSi ) * Pr(t
i 0

wSi ) 





i Si

i Si

i 1

i 1

E (tT ) Wi  ¦ E (li )  ¦ E ( X i ) 
i



of node i ( 1 d i d N ). When i=0, O0 O .
Then we calculate the probability for waiting time for
service ( Pr( wp ,i ) ). With equilibrium equation, the



probability of the delay for waiting service availability is
given in [4] as:

C. Parameters calculation
There are two major parameters, E (tT ) and E ( wT ) , in
i
the PerFAMA model. This section discusses the calculation
of these two parameters respectively.



Pr(t

i

E (t )

Ti
calculationn
1) P
In tier Ti ( 0 d i d N ), failure process arrives with

where

Om

w p ,i )


1  ¦i

i 1
m 0

N
1

Om
Pm 1



i 1
m





Om
0
Pm 1

is the birth rate for service node m,

Pm1 is

the

death rate from node m+1, (0 d m d i-1). In a real system, it
is difficult to measure all Om and P m for each tier. In general,

rate O f ,i , and the downtime of the failure follows a general

the average value of

distribution with mean P f ,i and standard deviation V f ,i . All

calculation

these parameters are based on Poisson distribution. Notice
that O f ,i is the reverse of MTBF (Mean Time Between
Failure, by which the service time is interleaved), and

Wi 
1  OiWi

E ( w p ,i )

As discussed in the previous sectionˈ Oi is the birth rate

Therefore, the total time cost in tier Ti is:


i

i

The probability of these two types of waiting time in tier Ti
can



Ti
2) P
calculation
According to Formula (4), the values of E ( wp ,i ) ,
Pr(t wp ,i ) , E ( wS ) and Pr(t wS ) must be achieved first

recovery. According to assumption ii), “the waiting time
during failure recovery” consists of the total waiting time for
any failure in each tier (denoted as wS , wS , …, wS ).
1

P f ,i
1
E (tTi ) Wi  Si *(

 P f ,i ) 
1  O f , i P f ,i O f ,i



time in Ti , where the service node is i. wT is consisted of
i
two parts, the waiting time during node i’s busy time
(denoted as wp ,i ) and the waiting time during failure

0



Pm

P f ,i

represents MTTR (Mean Time To Recovery). From the
service provider’s viewpoint, failure process follows M/G/1
queuing model, where failure process is Poisson arrival,
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[7][11]

O

, where,

P are used to simplify the
O O0 ... Oi .. ON and

and

is the reverse of the processing availability

[1]

of node i

(

IV.

1
). Hence, Pr(t wp ,i ) can be calculated as:
Wi
Pr(t



w p ,i )

1 ¦i

i 1

O

m 0

Wm 1

N
1



A. Experimental facilities
We have utilized the Colored Petri Nets (CPN) language
and toolkit for the simulation experiments. Colored Petri
Nets [18] is a graphical oriented language for design,
specification, simulation and verification of systems. CPN
tool [19] is widely used for editing, simulating and analyzing
Colored Petri Nets.

ǂ9ǂ

i 1

O

m 0

Wm 1

E ( wsi ) is the MTTR (Mean Time To Recovery) of
node i

E ( wsi )
For

P f ,i

B. Model accuracy validation
1) Experimental setup
We have built two representative multi-tier Web Services
architectures, one three-tier and one five-tier, as shown in
Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. We discuss the setup of
the five-tier Web Service only since the setup of the threetier case is similar.
Figure 5 shows the system page of the five-tier Web
Service architecture and demonstrates how the simulation
works. As shown in Figure 5, each service node has one
associated queue to hold requests when the service node is
busy or out-of-service due to a failure.

ǂ(10)

wSi ) ( 0 d i d N ), according to Poisson

Pr(t

distribution, we have:
O fS,i * e
i

Pr(t

wSi )

 O f ,i

Si !

MODEL VALIDATION

ǂ (11)ǂ

Combining Formula (7), (8), (9), (10) and (11), the endto-end response time of a multi-tier architecture under
failures can be decided. To make the whole calculating
process clear, an algorithm is given in Figure 3.

Objective: calculating the mean end-to-end response time
Input:
// Input a set of service time of each tier

W

{W0 , W1 , W2 ,..., WN }

// Input a set of failure arrival rate and mean in each tier

Of

Pf

{Of ,0 , Of ,1 , Of ,2 ,..., Of , N }

Figure 4. The system page of a three-tier Web
Service architecture under failure

{P f ,0 , P f ,1 , P f ,2 ,..., P f , N }

O // Input the request arrival rate

When a new request arrives, it will be enqueued in queue
0 first. If the service node 0 is available, the request will be
delivered to node 0 immediately. If node 0 is busy or down
to failure, the request will stay in the queue. After the request
is processed by node 0, the request will be forwarded. After
the failure is fixed and the service is restarted, the node will
fetch requests from the previous queue. When a request is
proceeded by the last tier successfully, the whole process for
one request is completed.

N +1 // Input the tier number
TD ( Wi  TD ) //Input the detection time
Output: E (T )
Begin
//Calculating the failure arrival times in each tier ( Si ).
For (i=0,iN, i++)
Si OiTD ;
//Calculating the time consumption on tier Ti ( E (Ti ) )
For (i=0,iN,i++)
E (Ti )


1 ¦i

i 1

O

m 0

Wm 1

N
1



 Wi  Si *

 O f ,i

*

i 1

O

m 0

Wm 1

P f ,i
1  O f ,i



Si
Wi
N O f ,i * e
 ¦i 0
1  OWi
Si !

Si

O f ,i

//Calculating the end to end response time ( E (T ) )
E (T )

¦

N
i 0

E (Ti )

End

Figure 5. The system page of a five-tier Web
Service architecture under failure

Figure 3. Algorithm for calculating mean response
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Failure are simulated with a separate process Si . The

P f ,i .

mean stall time is

The third set of experiments was similar to the previous
two sets of experiments, except that the failure recovery time
was varied, while the request arrival rate was fixed as 30 per
second, the failure arrival rate as 0.05 per second. The ratio
between the failure recovery time and the system working
time is less than 1:400. The results, as shown in Figure 8,
verified that the PerFAMA model can predict the response
time with up to 95% accuracy. The average accuracy is
91.4%.
These three sets of experiments have verified that the
proposed PerFAMA model works well under various failure
scenarios. The next section discusses the tier sensitivity and
bottleneck analysis.

Both request and failure arrival

processes are generated as Poisson processes but with
different parameters.
2) Experimental results
We have performed three series of experiments to verify
the accuracy of the PerFAMA model. The first series of
experiments aimed to study the accuracy of the PerFAMA
model when the request arrival rate varied. The failure
arrival rate and the failure recovery time were fixed as 0.01
per second and 10 seconds. The service time were set as [7, 9,
11] and [3, 5, 10, 7, 20] (unit: second) for the three-tier
architecture and five-tier architecture, respectively. Figure 6
shows the results. The accuracy of the PerFAMA is up to
98% and the average accuracy is 94.3%.
([SHULPHQWDO5HVXOWVRIWLHU:HE6HUYLFH






(QGWR(QG5HVSRQVH7LPH
XQLWVHF

(QG WR (Q G5 HVS RQV H7 LPH
XQ LW VH F

([SHULPHQWDO5HVXOWVRIDWLHU:HE6HUYLFH

C. Tier sensitivity and bottleneck analysis
The service time of these two sets of experiments was
configured as [3, 5, 10, 7, 20] (unit: second)
for workload set A and [20, 5, 7, 10, 3]
(unit: second) for workload set B
separately. This configuration represents
the vastly different service time of Web
Services and variant tier sensitive
workloads.
1) Tier sensitivity analysis
We varied the failure arrival rate on
each tier for both workload set A and B to
study the tier sensitivity. The results are
shown in Figure 9.
The experimental results demonstrated
that the failure impact on end-to-end
response time is tier sensitive. The longer
of the service time, the higher of the failure
impact. The slope of each line in the figure
represents the increasing speed of the end-toend response time, and the steeper of the line,
the greater of the increasing speed. This
matches the PerFAMA model well since the
frequency of the failure arrival rate directly
affects the number of failures, Si . The greater
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Figure 6. End-to-end response time on three-tier and five-tier
web services when request arrival rate varies
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Figure 7. End-to-end response time of three-tier and
five-tier web services when failure arrival rate varies

Pr(t

The second set of experiments was conducted to compare the
prediction results of the model and the simulation results
when the failure arrival rate varied. We fixed the request
arrival rate as 30 per second, failure recovery time as 10
seconds and the service time as [7, 9, 11] and [3, 5, 10, 7, 20]
(unit: second) on the three-tier and five-tier Web Service
separately. We limited the ratio of the failure arrival rate and
request arrival rate is less than 1:200. The results are shown
in Figure 7. The prediction accuracy in this set of
experiments is up to 97% and the average accuracy is 93.9%.

Si is, the bigger of E (TQ ) and
i

wSi ) are. Consequently, E (Q) is greater.

2) Bottleneck analysis
We conducted another set of experiments to confirm the
capability of the PerFAMA model to detect potential
bottlenecks by taking two examples, workload set A and B.
We fixed the failure arrival rate as 0.001 per second and the
recovery time of each failure as 10 seconds, but varied the
request arrival rate. In order to find out the bottleneck series,
we increased the capability of the corresponding node after a
bottleneck is found to bigger enough to hide its effect and
find out the next potential bottleneck. The results are shown
in Figure 10.
The experimental results illustrated that the service time
played an important role. The longer of the service time, the
more likely the corresponding node becomes the bottleneck.
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Figure 8. End-to-end response time of three-tier and
five-tier Web Services when failure recovery time varies
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Figure 9. Failure impact on
end-to-end response time of tier-sensitive workloads
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Figure 10. Throughput of workload set A and B

The order of the bottleneck also depends on the length of
the service time of each tier. The later position of the node,
the larger weight it has in deciding the distance. For instance,
the distance between the first bottleneck node, node 5, and
the second bottleneck node, node 3, is obviously smaller than
the distance between node1 and node 4.

[12]

[13]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
V.
As Web Services tending to large-scale size and deeper
hierarchy architecture, a failure is likely to occur when
serving an end-user’s request. The proposed model adopts a
network of queues to represent how all tiers in a multi-tier
Web Service cooperate with each other and process requests.
We have shown that this queue network is a product-form
network and analyzed the end-to-end response time of
multitier Web Services considering failure impact. The
experimental results show that the proposed model captures
the performance under failure of Web Services well.

[14]
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